Some dangers in our culture are easy to spot...
...but many are hidden "below the surface" and need to be examined more closely.
8 Dangers in American Culture

(That we’ll be studying together)

1. Narcissism
2. Constant Noise & Crazy-busy Lives
3. Hedonism
4. Relativism
5. False Tolerance
6. Mistaken Christianities
7. The Nones, New Atheists, and Scientism
8. Looking for happiness in all the wrong places
THE DOCTOR’S PRESCRIPTION...

For each danger a few “treatments” will be offered to help counter them in our own lives.
Class Contest: Count how many inappropriate things you hear or see in this video clip.

https://youtu.be/AFLLw7JcU74
The Milton Berle Show on June 5, 1956
How could this happen???
How do you cook a frog?